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ABSTRACT
Firefighter’ chief reason for entering a burning structure is

to search for and rescue potential victims. Currently, their pri-
mary method for communication is an often-congested two-way
radio which the firefighters use from within a burning building
to relay their activities (and other information) to an external
battalion chief. In response to discussions with firefighters in
the field, we introduce an approach for automatically segmenting
and classifying a select set of activities using wireless accelerom-
eters attached to the human body. The activities we focus on are
the ones that are most commonly conducted by firefighters and
that are important to the battalion chief for understanding the
ongoing search and rescue. In our implementation, sensors con-
tinuously measure the acceleration of a small number of body
segments and transmit data back to a central base station. At
runtime, our system classifies data for short intervals, relying on
training examples of the activities of interest. We show that our
approach can appropriately detect motions in real-time without
significant latency using as few as two accelerometers.

1 INTRODUCTION
When a team of firefighters enter a blazing building, a cen-

tral hub of information is the battalion chief who assesses the
progress of the team and makes supervisory decisions regardin
the progress of the search and rescue effort. After our discussion

∗Address all correspondence to this author.
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with local firefighters, we assessed that it would be valuable to
the battalion chief to monitor not only location but also the types
of movements of her/his team members so that s/he can make
better informed decisions. With their low cost and availability,
wireless sensors, such as accelerometers can be used to measure
each of the firefighter’s movement for specific body parts and
with this information we can automatically provide details that
will relieve the congestion on the current communication chan-
nel, a shared two-way radio. Data collected from different body
segments of a firefighter within a time frame can be used to de-
termine his/ her behavior in real time (Figure 1). Once an activity
is classified, a graphical system can represent information to the
team leader corresponding to that activity.

Our goal in this project is finding a mechanism to correctly
predict activities in real-time using minimum number of sensors.
There are three main components in this process: data acquisi-
tion, data processing (discretization, normalization, analysis) and
classification. The first step is done on the sensors and the third
step is done at the base station. Though the second step can also
be done at the base station, in order to reduce the data transmis-
sion rate, we experimented with performing some processing on
the sensor node so that only the feature patterns computed over
the collected data is transmitted back. This reduction in band-
width allows for more sensor nodes to use the channel and also
reduces the energy used by the sensor nodes.

In this paper, we introduce a solution to track human activi-
ties using accelerometers. The acceleration signals received from
Copyright c© 2007 by ASME
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Figure 1. Sensor data representation for human motion.

each sensor represent movement of the body segments on w
it is attached. Within a small periodic time-span, the collectio
of data is compared against the training data to classify the c
rent movement of the object. The specific aims of our project a
to: develop the real-time algorithm for classification; determin
location and number of sensors; and discover an appropriate
quency of data collection so that for each time period, there
enough information collected and transmitted back to the ba
station to classify an activity while remaining responsive in lig
of the anticipated emergency time critical response.

We use two different methods to solve our classificatio
problem. The first uses dynamic time warping (DTW) to gau
similarity between testing and training time series. The oth
finds feature patterns for classification from training and cluste
them using a support vector machine (SVM). Our experime
reveal that the SVM approach results in more reliable classifi
tion and that as few as two sensors are good enough to clas
the critical behaviors of interest.

This paper is divided into 6 sections. The next section pr
vides some information about current related research and c
lenges. Section 3 describes our experimental set-up and d
recording method used in this project. Section 4 describes
processing of the data collected and classification for behav
Section 5 is about the experiments and results given by the c
sification methods. Section 6 concludes the project and po
out possible future research directions.

2 Related Work
Sensing and augmentation with wireless technology is n

a new idea applied firefighting and several efforts have been
forth to challenge this specific goal. Two notable examples a
the Fire Information and Rescue Equipment (FIRE) effort b
tween UC Berkeley’s Mechanical Engineering department a
the Chicago fire dept [1] and also the so-called “Precision P
sonnel Locator” (PPL) project at Worchester PolyTechnic Ins
tute [2]. The FIRE project sets it aims in two areas, first provi
ing visual information such as floor layouts to the firefighters v
small head-mounted displays and second by sensing for the lo
2
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tion of the firefighter and dangers, such as the fire hot spots [3,4].
PPL is focused on the indoor position tracking of individuals
(firefighters) and has conducted a thorough investigation of their
proposed technique [5, 6]. Work on indoor tracking in general
has also been the focus of several other reseach thrusts [7, 8]. In
contrast, these projects largely focus on the position of the fire-
fighter while we complement this work by additionally sensing
and classifying the type of activity that a firefighter is perform-
ing.

2.1 Human Motion Classification
Many researchers have been working on classifying human

activities from video sequences [9] [10]. Chai and Hodgin pro-
posed an approach to classify human motion from low control
signals by employing video cameras and a small set of retro-
reflective markers to create a low-cost system [11]. Joo Hong et
al. [12] used accelerometers in hospitals to remotely track pa-
tients’ movement. In this work, a single accelerometer is at-
tached on elderly patients or movement impaired people to help
physicians track if they are active or not. The methods used
was principal component analysis. Noel Kaijsers et al. [13] used
statistic neural networks to classify human movements. The neu-
ral network was used to assess the severity of levodopa-induced
dyskinesia from scores achieved by accelerometers’ signals. Hu-
man motion classification is an important research topic with ap-
plications in surveillance. Many researchers have looked at an-
alyzing video data for this purpose. In a different direction, this
project focuses on the problem when the vision on the object
is occluded and limit data bandwidth can be transferred in the
environment. In this case, the accelerometers are used to trans-
mit data via FM radio. In addition, we target this project for
application in firefighting which limits the domain of expected
behaviors.

3 System Overview
The system layout is shown schematically in Figure 2. Bat-

tery driven wireless accelerometers transmit data to a base station
during run-time. The base station processes the data and per-
forms classification of the activity. After our discussion with the
firefighting team, we selected five different activities recorded:

1. Walking
2. Running
3. Crawling
4. Pulling/dragging a heavy object (simulation of saving an un-

conscious victim)
5. Idling

The time frame should be defined so that the amount of data col-
lected within that frame is large enough to classify different ac-
tivities. However, the data should be short enough to provide a
Copyright c© 2007 by ASME
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Figure 2. Sensors collect data and send it to the base station via RF

signals. The base station is connected with the PC with serial port. The

application classifies the data and animation is displayed on the screen.

reasonable update to the battalion chief. Thus, for each act
to be predicted, we decided to record continuous data for 1.5
onds - intuitively this period is plenty fast enough for the chief
take action.

3.1 Wireless sensors
The accelerometers are mounted on the mica2dot m

(wireless sensor node) (Figure 3) available from Crossbow Te
nologies [?]. The node possesses processing, storage and c
munication abilities and is programmable using the NesC l
guage and the TinyOS operation system. TinyOS is an emb
ded operating system developed by the University of Californ
Berkeley. It is written in NesC, a new language for progra
ming structured component-based applications. The motes
programmed to pack 5 data samples (in both direction x and
bytes each) into a packet and transmit it to the base station.

Each sensor is programmed with its own identification nu
ber. One spare sensor is programmed and used as a contr
The controller sends synchronous signals to all sensors to c
mand the sensors to start measuring accelerations. Figu
shows the locations on the human body where we attach the
celerometers. Six sensors are numbered from 1 to 6. There
two sensors on the two wrists, one on each ankle, one on
forehead and one on the waist.

3.2 Data Acquisition
The training person performs each of the activities cont

uously for 30 seconds. Data is simultaneously recorded fr
different body segments of the training person. Data samp
rate is set to 20 Hz. Accelerations are measured continuously
1.5 seconds for each testing data set. Thus, each time serie
30 data points. Each packet sent by the sensors is packed w
data samples. When there are lost packets, the data is mad
by averaging out with their successors and predecessors pac
Raw samples of the data appear in Figure 5 showing the pote
variation for a single behavior for a single subject.
3
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Figure 3. (a) MTS510 accelerometers designed by Crossbow can mea-

sure acceleration in two dimensions ranging from -2g to +2g. With the

size of a thumb, they can easily be attached on the body. (b) MIB510CA

board was developed by UC Berkeley. This board serves as a base sta-

tion where information is gathered and then transmitted to the processing

unit via RS-232 serial interface. The acceleration data is transmitted from

the sensors to the base station by RF communication.

Figure 4. Sensor Attachment

Figure 5. Two data samples measured for x direction from a running

activity. The blue and green are for the accelerators on left and right hand

respectively (performed by the same person.)

4 Classification
Motion data of the object, both training and testing, are rep-

resented as time series of observed acceleration. In this section,
we discuss two different classification methods: dynamic time
warping (DTW) and support vector machine (SVM) on which
Copyright c© 2007 by ASME
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Figure 6. This figure shows an example of 2 similar sequence but differ-

ent in time. DWT dynamically warp the time axis to achieve best match.

our solution depends. In addition to the classification meth
since we are targeting an online tool, both the speed of the
gorithm is a factor as well as its input requirements. The la
adds an additional constraint that an important need of the pro
is for the sensor to have the capability of analyzing the data
quired before transferring its signal to the base station. We
clude these factors in our discussion as well as the specific
each approach.

4.1 Classification by Dynamic Time Warping (DTW).

The first method we use to classify the activity is lining
the testing time series with the training ones to find the one w
minimum distance. The distance between the testing and trai
time series is the similarity between trends of movements a
time axis. The method that we use is called dynamic time wa
ing (DTW) [14]. DTW has been widely used in video, aud
and graphics where streaming data can be represented in
series and the problem is solved in polynomial time. DTW
lows more sophisticated distance measurement by warping
time axis on the time series to achieve better alignment. For
reason, DTW can match the similar activity patterns which v
in time and speed. For example a person may walk slow or
but his activity is still considered walking. In Figure 6, an e
ample of two time series and their best time-warped alignm
illustrates DTW.

Acceleration data is normalized both in the training and te
ing steps. Euclidean distance between the time-warped algor
is the metric function. The distance between a test example
the training data is computed. The nearest neighbor is class
as the result activity. Since all of the data sample is required
a single classification, the information for each sensor mus
transmitted to the base station. However, as long as the tra
set was kept small, we were able to achieve real-time pe
mance for DTW.
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Figure 7. A classification problem which may be complex in a low di-

mensional space becomes easier when using separating hyperplane in

higher dimension.

4.2 Classification by SVM Model
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a useful technique for

data classification. SVM operates by finding a hypersurface in
space of input data. We take a set of training data to create a
model which contains attribute information to predict the target
class of testing data. Each training data sample includes a class
label and several attributes. The created SVM model contains a
set of linear separating hyperplanes or hypersurfaces with maxi-
mal margin. Figure 7 demonstrates SVM in a pictorial fashion.

Formally, let T(xi,yi) (i = 1, ... , l ) be a set of training
samples wherexi ∈ Rn are the samples attributes andyi are the
sample labels, the training vectorsxi are then created by solving
the following optimization problem [15].

minw,b,ξ
1
2wTw+C∑ l

i=1ξi

subject to yi(wTφ(xi)+b)≥ 1− ξi ,
ξ ≥ 0.

Training vectorsxi are mapped to multi-dimensional space by
function and separating hyperplanes are found with maximal
margin.K(xi ,x j) = φ(xi)

Tφ(x j) is called kernel function. There
are four different basic kernels: linear, polynomial, radial ba-
sis function and sigmoid. In this project, we use polynomial
kernel whereK(xi ,x j) = (σxT

i x j + r)d,σi > 0. We use two ac-
celerometers, each testing sample(x1,y1,x2,y2) contains four in-
stance vectorsx1,y1,x2,y2. The feature vector that feeds into the
SVM machine is f = [mean(x1),std(x1),mean(x2),std(x2)]. Here,
we only need to send the feature vector of the sample after com-
puting it on the sensor. Also, the training set can be larger than
described for DTW.

5 Implementation and Results
We collect training data by continuously recording each of

the defined activities for 30 seconds from a single person (see
Figure 8). In the first experiment, we use complete set of six
sensors for classification. Testing sequences are recorded both
4 Copyright c© 2007 by ASME
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Figure 8. (8a) shows acceleration data recorded on training person A

left hand for walking (blue) and running (green) activities. (8b) shows the

testing sequence performed by the same person with the order walking,

running, walking, idle and crawling.

each subject. We first test short sequence of single activity
DTW method and then on continuous data.

Sensor Weighting. Empirically, we assign different weight
to different accelerometers (the closer to the root the accele
eter is, the higher the weight). We consider the position on
torso where we attach the sensor as the root and it is infe
that the sensors on the limbs have lowest weight values. A
performing several experiments we can approximate the opt
sliding window size at the data discretization steps. The wind
size is considered optimal when it yields fairly high distanc
among the classified classes of activity. This step is only u
with DTW.

With the SVM approach, for each of the activities, we se
ment continuous training data into a number of training samp
From each of training samples, the features are extracted
we use standard deviation and mean values as the feature
ables. Testing data is naively segmented into samples of t
data points. Mean and standard deviation are computed for
sample. Offline, an SVM model is built from the entire colle
tion of training data and is ready to be used for classifica
steps. For the method using DTW to compare two time series
use sequential approximation (SAX) [16] to convert the recor
data to a symbolic time series of discrete symbols. The advan
of using SAX is it allows lower bounding of Euclidian distan
and dimensionality reduction.

5.1 Experimental Results
Our first grouping of experiments was performed only us

DTW to assess a few key aspects of our data. That is, is t
enough information in the accelerometer data set to classify
motions of interest? And, second, what is the minimum num
of sensors that can be used and what should their placemen

5.1.1 Experiment 1: Single Subject, Complete Set
of Sensors (Base Case) Data from all 6 sensors are use
with DTW radius of 1 (equivalent to non time-warped Euclide
nloaded From: http://proceedings.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/ on 07/27/20
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crawling idle pulling running walking

crawling 1 102 396 374 728 460

crawling 2 107 408 382 739 470

crawling 3 73 395 373 735 451

idle 1 400 18 77 687 190

idle 2 402 25 86 705 194

idle 3 405 16 81 692 189

pulling 1 380 86 68 632 197

pulling 2 388 83 53 635 199

pulling 3 377 87 71 628 202

running 1 695 690 628 375 605

running 2 774 708 659 844 636

running 3 633 586 527 627 549

walking 1 465 205 209 618 175

walking 2 460 181 189 609 231

walking 3 448 180 184 600 105

Table 1. This table shows the one-to-one distance between the testing

and training behaviors. Testing time series on left column are lined up

with training time series on the top row.

distance) to calculate the distance between the testing time series
and the training data for a single subject. For each class of ac-
tivity, we recorded three data sets for testing. The result appear
in Table 1. In this case, the total accuracy is around 70 percent.
Running and walking are not well distinguished.

5.1.2 Experiment 2: Tuning for improved classifi-
cation In order to improve the performance, we allow a shift
in the testing of the time series within a small time window and
choose the position returning smallest distance. We also increase
the DTW radius to 3 to gain better result. This improves the clas-
sification quality but increases cost in term of running time. With
some tuning based on trial and error, we were able to make the re-
sult improve to 100 percent when we assigned different weights
to different sensors so that the inner body part such as waist and
forehead have higher values than the ones on four limbs.

5.1.3 Experiment 3: Reducing Number of Sensors
An important goal for us was to assess the minimum number
of sensors and their placement to make our system as practi-
cal as possible. In this experiment, we ran various subsets of
5 Copyright c© 2007 by ASME
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Figure 9. Distance between testing and training behaviors

the sensors to see if there is redundancy and we can minimiz
the number of sensors required for the classification processes
We remove sensor 6. The set of remaining 5 sensors still per
formed well and gave similar results as the complete one excep
the dragging was classified as pulling. Intuitively, both sensor
6 (forehead) and sensor 5 (waist) measure the movement of th
whole body and there is redundancy in their data. We perform
test on different combinations shown in Table 2.

5.1.4 Experiment 4: Testing on continuous, non-
segmented data To bring our experimental set-up closer to
the real world case, we recorded subjects performing continuou
combinations of the activities of interest over 30-second inter-
vals. These tests are performed on 3 different subjects, labelle
persons A, B and C. The training data was recorded on perso
A previously. Each activity sequence is recorded continuously
for 30 seconds with 5 different activities recorded for testing:
running, walking, crawling, pulling and idle. These experiments
only use two sensors 1 and 3 (one on right hand and the othe
one on right ankle). Results appear in Figure 9.

From our results, we find that the DTW method is reason-
ably good only when testing data is comes from A (training per-
son). However, there are still several misses that we can notic
at the transitions between the activities. It is because these ar
mixtures of two defined activities and theoretically they are the
activities that have not been defined during training processes
The classification quality degrades when testing on person B an
C, i.e. when testing activities are performed on subjects other

than the subject that performs training activities.

6
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Sensor included num of misses
w/o DTW

num of misses
w/ DTW

1,2,3,4,5,6 1 0

1,2,3,4,6 1 0

1,2,3,4,5 1 0

2,3,4,6 2 0

1,3,6 1 0

2,6 3 0

1,2 2 1

1,3 4 0

2 3 1

4 7 5

Table 2. Different combinations of sensors give different set of misses.

The result degrades with the number of sensors. From the result table we

can see that with the set of five behaviors as defined in this project, using

two sensors is good enough for classification process.

5.2 Comparing classification methods
Once our initial testing phase was complete, we set out to

compare DTW to SVM. In brief, DTW is thorough but slow. Its
speed forced us to classify our data in the last experiment with
a limited training set, although we believe if we compared with
a larger dataset it would do very well based on our 100 percent
accuracy in our experiments from Phase 1. In the second phase,
our goal was to contrast implementations of both methods on the
continuous data.

To start, SVM is run on a large test data set (represented by
each point in Figure 10. Looking at the acceleration signals gen-
erated by the right hand for all 5 different activities (Figure 10),
we can visually distinguish the activities and segment the data se-
quence by looking at the frequencies and amplitudes which are
represented by the means and standard-deviations of those seg-
ments.

Next we perform all six previous tests from Experiment
4 with SVM and the results improve significantly (Figures
11 and 12), especially at the transition points. Intuitively, this
is because the transition between activities A1 and A2 lies on or
close to the boundaries created by the hyperplane in SVM model,
therefore the activity is classified as either A1 or A2. (Note, we
feel a small transition error is acceptable since it is very short
and a simple filtering process could remove such artifacts in a
commercial implementation where a firefighter is not changing
activities as quickly as was done in our experiments.)

In addition, we experimented with adding different data sets
Copyright c© 2007 by ASME
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Figure 10. This image shows the outcome of performing classification

using DTW on continuous data and on different persons.

Figure 11. This figure shows the clusters of training data on 2-

dimensional space with mean and standard deviation.
7
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Figure 12. This figure shows the activity sequence 5 (pull, idle, walk, run,

idle) performed by the same person whose training data is recorded. SVM

outperforms DWT by correctly predicting idling after the pulling activity.

The transition between running and walking is reasonable because the

subject needs to slow down before idling.

Figure 13. This figure shows the activity sequence 5 performed by per-

son B using training data of person A. DWT miss-classifies idling with

walking while SVM makes perfect prediction.

to the training of the SVM model. A set of results from these
examples appear in Figure 13.

Finally, we also consider the features that carry the rela-
tive information between the sensors by looking at the cross-
correlation between the body segments in computing the SVM
(Figure 14.) One feature that we extract is that the maximum
value of the normalized cross-correlation appears to be between
Sensor 1 and 2.

However, when we include this feature to generate the SVM
model, the result does not improve. However, we may decide to
use cross-correlation if we were to include more a complex set
of activities. For the five defined activities, means and standard-
deviations of two sensors appears good enough for our classifi-
cation problem.
Copyright c© 2007 by ASME
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Figure 14. This figure shows improvement made by SVM with ordered

activities for person C. Notice idling is classified as walking by DTW. SVM

trained on person A does a little better job, however the first idling se-

quence is still classified as pulling. When we include a small amount of

training data by C to the model, the result shown by SVM* is close to

perfect except at the transition between idling and walking, the classified

activity is pulling. SVM** is tested with training data recorded by person A

and B. Its even better than SVM* because its model was created by twice

the training samples (i.e. from person A and B).

Figure 15. This figure shows the clusters of training data in 3-

dimensional space with mean value and standard deviation of x-

acceleration read on Sensor 1 and the Z-axis as the maximum value of

the cross-correlation between readings from Sensor 1 and Sensor 2.

6 Conclusions
We perform classification on a set of specific behaviors

identified from discussion of activities performed during search
and rescue in firefighting. Our goal is a real-time system which
utilized the smallest number of sensors and took advantage o
onboard processing of sensors to minimize message passin
(saving battery power) while performing good classification.
In addition, sensor placement was another unknown in our

investigation. Our method uses wireless sensors which meas

8
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acceleration and have limited processing capabilities. In our
experiments, we distinguished between two classification
approaches. We show results with a high-level of accuracy and
conclude that two sensors on hand and on ankle are sufficient for
this classification.

Several challenges make this problem difficult. Data can be
very noisy because of the complexity of environment. Data is
transmitted via FM radio; therefore, the rate of packet loss can
be high. The accelerometers used measure only two dimensions.
Moreover, the classification must be done quickly (within each
time frame) so that the system can work in real-time. Finally, the
sensor memory is limited, therefore training data and code must
be represented compactly.

We compare DTW and SVM classification method in sev-
eral scenarios. However, we find that classification using SVM
is more advantageous because of the following reasons:

1. SVM gives better results at transitions between two define
activities.

2. SVM reduces the data transmission since only the features
of the collected data are sent. They can be easily computed
on the sensors.

3. SVM can use the features that carry relative information be-
tween the sensors while DTW handles sensors separately.

For the best results, we found that training on multiple per-
sons was helpful. Possibly, in the field, we might recommend
a test stage with individual firefighters (though this was not re-
quired in our experimental set-up.) It is probably better to use
3-dimensional accelerometers so that we can use the absolute
acceleration by taking the values recorded on the three dimen-
sional space. In the real application, we may need more than 5
activities and adding more dimensions to the data space by con-
sidering cross-correlation information (or other features) may be
required. Latency is on the order of a second and would be ac-
ceptable depending upon the application and situation.

In the future, we would prefer improvement by performing
all classification process on the sensors and the only information
sent to the base station is the classified result. This is desirable
because when the number of objects is high, the higher rate of
data transmission may overload the base station. Another reason
is that data is sent over FM radio which is easily lost due to en-
vironment. In term of capacity, on-sensor classification may be
trivial because the training data does not require much memory.
However, the challenge is the processing speed and the fault tol-
erance of the technique. Also, a robust system must handle the
case when a processing sensor may be dead. This leads to a new
problem, fault tolerance, in sensor network and provides exciting
uredirections for future extenstions.

Copyright c© 2007 by ASME
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